The obvious route…

Your partner in
pharmaceutical
warehousing
and transport

Good
Distribution
Practice

Pharmaceutical logistics handling
without the headaches?
Choose Dobbe Transport’s GDP services.
Certiﬁed, reliable and centrally located.

Certiﬁed, reliable,
centrally located...
Is your current storage capacity still sufﬁcient

At Dobbe Transport, we provide GDP-certiﬁed

to accommodate your inventory in a responsible

national and international transport services.

manner? Are your transportation lanes ﬂexible

You can also use our wholesale permit for the

enough, reliable and properly equipped for

long-term storage of your pharmaceutical

international operations? Or are you looking

products in accordance with EU GDP guidelines.

for a partner who can provide both storage

If you wish, we can also take care of all your

and transport, as well as taking care of your

customs formalities.

customs formalities?

Why customers choose our service:
Storage

Transport

1 Centrally located cooling facilities with quick access to the

1 Diversity and ﬂexibility in GDP transport:

A4 motorway between Rotterdam and Amsterdam Airport.
2 A state-of-the-art cooling facility maintained at

A A modern, environmentally friendly refrigerated ﬂeet.
B Combination trucks that enable us to move your

temperatures of 2-8° Celsius or 15-25° Celsius, and with

order at dual temperatures in one single transport.

24/7 temperature monitoring, designed and certiﬁed

2 Temperature monitoring and reporting during transport.

for the storage of pharmaceutical products.

3 GDP certiﬁcation and thorough knowledge of and

3 A Warehouse Management System that provides you with
24/7 insight into your current inventory and order status.
4 A wholesale permit for the long-term storage of
pharmaceuticals.

experience in pharmaceutical distribution.
4 A broad national and international distribution network
covering Benelux, France, Austria and Germany.
5 A punctuality level of 99,8%, damage-free.

5 AEO certiﬁcation and a customs bonded warehouse,
enabling us to offer you all customs clearance-related
services. Container handling is also included.
Dobbe Transport B.V.
Veenderveld 116
2371 TX Roelofarendsveen
If you would like to know more about what we can

T +31 (0)71 820 05 10

do for you, please do not hesitate to contact us for more

sales@dobbetransport.nl

information. We look forward introducing our services to you!

www.dobbetransport.nl

